Covariant defects in visuospatial abilities and recall of verbal narrative after right hemisphere stroke.
Eighteen patients with right hemisphere strokes and 10 age-matched normal controls were tested for visuospatial abilities and for recall of brief narrative passages. Visuospatial and verbal abilities were evaluated using an objective scoring protocol that quantified accuracy in reproducing individual details, appreciation of structural relationships, and the appearance of unwarranted intrusions. The right hemisphere damaged group was found to be impaired on all measures of verbal recall. Across subjects these defects, particularly the inability to abstract information from the narrative passages, correlated with the degree of constructional apraxia. Analysis of CT scans failed to define a discrete region of the right hemisphere selectively associated with either the visuospatial or verbal defects, but indicated that both are exacerbated by the presence of premorbid brain atrophy.